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ABSTRACT 
Let F n be the linear space of column vectors with n coordinates over F = R or 
C. Denote by GP(n) the group of n × n generalized permutation matrices, i.e., 
matrices with exactly one nonzero entry with magnitude 1 in each row and column. 
Given a nonzero vector c = (c I . . . .  , cn ) tE  F n, define the c-norm of x = 
(x 1 . . . . .  x,)  t E F"  by 
Ixic = max{Ictexl: e ~ GP(n)} ,  
and the induced c-norm of A ~ F n × n by 
IIAIIc = max{IAylc: lyL ~ 1}. 
We characterize, the isometrics for induced c-norms. To achieve our goal, we study 
the geometric properties of F n × n, and obtain some inequalities related to the induced 
c-norm as by-products. These results are of independent interest. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  F"  be  the l inear space o f  co lumn vectors with n coordinates over  
F = R or  C.  Denote  by GP(n)  the group of  n × n genera l ized permutat ion  
matrices, i.e., matr ices with exactly one nonzero  entry with magni tude i in 
each row and column. Given a nonzero  vector  c = (c i . . . . .  cn) t E F n, def ine 
the c-norm of  x = (x i , . . . ,  x~) t E F ~ by 
Ixlc = max{Ic'Pxl:  P E GP(n)} .  
Since IXlc = IXld i f  d = Pc for some P E GP(n) ,  we can assume that 
c = (C  1 . . . . .  Cn )t with c i /> ... > /c  n >i 0, and this assumption will be  made 
from this point. 
Recal l  that a norm I" I on F"  is symmetr ic  (or is a symmetr ic  gauge 
funct ion)  i f  Iexl = Ix l  for all P ~ GP(n)  and x ~ F" .  Obviously, the c -norm 
is a symmetr ic  norm. Other  examples of  symmetr ic  norms inc lude the Ip 
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norms on F n, 1 <~ p <<. ~, defined by 
lp(x) = [ (Ey=llxjlp)I/p if 1 ~< p < 0% 
max{lxjl : 1 ~< j ~< n} otherwise. 
Let {e 1 . . . . .  en} denote the standard basis for F"  and let e = E~=I ej. 
Evidently, I ' lc = l~ if c = e 1, and ['lc = 11 if c = e. 
The c-norms are very useful for studying symmetric norms. In particular, 
they can be viewed as the building blocks of symmetric norms, as shown in 
the following (see [4, 8, 6]). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let  1" I be a symmetr ic  norm on F n. There exists a 
compact  set ~9 ~ c R n such that 
Ixl = max{Ixlc : c  ~}.  
For every vector norm I" I on Fn, there is a corresponding induced norm 
I1" II on Fn  × n defined by 
IIAI[ = max{IAx l :  x e F ~, Ixl < 1}. 
While symmetric norms on F n are quite well understood (e.g., see [3, 6] and 
their references), the theory of the corresponding induced norms on F n × n is 
not so well developed. The purpose of this paper is to study the norms on 
F n×n induced by a symmetric norm on F ". We begin with the induced 
c -norm of A ~ F "× n defined by 
IIAIIc = max{tAytc  : lylc ~ 1}. 
In Section 2, we shall study some geometric properties of the norm ball or 
dual norm ball of induced norms. In particular, we characterize the extreme 
points of the dual norm of the induced c-norm. Section 3 deals with 
inequalities relating the induced c-norm with other commonly used norms on 
F . x n. The main result of this paper is the characterization of the isometrics 
for the induced c-norm, and it is proved in Sections 4 and 5. Some remarks 
and open problems will be mentioned in Section 6. 
We shall always assume that c ~ R n is given, and that c 1 >/ ... >/c n >/0, 
we exclude the cases in which c=(c  D0 . . . . .  0) t or c=(c  1,c 1 . . . . . .  c 1) 
because these cases correspond to the multiples of 11 and l~ norms, whose 
induced norms are well studied (e.g., [5, 9]). 
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2. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES 
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Suppose I1" II is a norm on ~= F n or  F "×n. Denote by I1" II D its dual 
norm defined by 
Ilxll D = max{l (x ,  y ) l :  y ~ ~,  Ilyll ~ 1} 
for any y ~ ~,  where (x, y) = tr(xy*) denotes the standard inner product 
on ~.  Let 
~H,, = {x ~ ~:  Ilxll ~< 1} 
denote the unit ball for II • II, and let ~11"11 denote the set of extreme points for 
~ll.lt. In this section, we study some geometric properties of the unit balls of a 
norm on F n and its corresponding induced norm on F ~×". In particular, we 
will characterize ~'ll.tlO. The results will be useful in our subsequent discus- 
sion. We begin with the following general result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let l" I be a norm on F n, and H" II be the correspond- 
ing induced norm on F" ×". Then 
~'11.1to c {xy* : x ~ ~1"1" Y ~ ~l'l}" 
Proof. It is well known that in a finite dimensional normed linear space, 
the unit norm ball is the convex hull of its extreme points. Let S ~= {xy* : x 
g'l.lo, y ~ g~l.i }. Then 
IIAIr = max{Re(A, B) :  B ~o}.  
It follows that the convex hull of ~,~ coincides with the unit ball of the II" II D 
Hence (e.g., see [10, Theorem 18.5]) ~'11.11 o ___,.~. • 
Recall (e.g., see [10, Chapter 18]) that x 0 is an exposed point of a convex 
set ~ _ ~" if there exists a vector u ~ ~ such that 
Re(u, x0) > Re(u ,x )  forall x ~ \  {x0}. 
Clearly, exposed points are extreme points of ~'. In connection with the unit 
ball of the dual norm of an induced norm, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I" t be a norm on F n, and I1" II be the correspond- 
ing induced norm on F "x~. Suppose s o ~ O~l.iD and Yo ~ ~'1'1" 
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(a) I f  x o and Yo are exposed points of  oq¢l.lo and oq¢l. I, respectively, then 
X * o Yo is an exposed point of  ,~q~ll.ii o. 
(b) I f  x o is an exposed point of  oq¢l. W or Yo is an exposed point of  ~'1-1' 
then x o y~ is an extreme point of  ~11.11 o.
Proof. Let S a = {xy*:  x ~ 8"1. W, y ~ 8"1.1}. Suppose Xo$'l.iD and Y0 ~ 
$'l'l" 
(a): I f  both x o and Yo are exposed points, then there exist vectors 
u, v ~ F n such that 
and 
Re(u ,  Xo)> Re(u ,  x) fora11 x ~Ho\{x0} 
Ke(v ,  yo) > Re(v ,y )  foral l  y ~ l . l \{Y0}"  
As a result, for A = uv* ~11"11 and for any other B = xy* ~S a not equal to 
x o y~, we have 
Re(A ,xoy~)  > Re(A ,  B) .  
Thus xoy ~ is an exposed point of ~II.IID. 
(b): I f  we only know that x o is an exposed point, then there exists u ~ F n 
such that 
Re(u ,  x0) > Re(u ,x )  foral l  x~oq~l . lo \ (x0}.  
Since Yo is an extreme point, there exists v ~ F n such that 
Re(v ,  Y0) ~< Re(v ,  y)  for all y E,~I.  I. 
By Proposition 2.1, to conclude that x 0 y* is an extreme point of ,-~II.IID, it 
suffices to show that x 0 y~ only admits a trivial convex combination of the 
elements in S a. In fact, if x 0 y* = ~,~= x ri xi Y* for some x i Yi ~ Sa and 
convex coefficients r i, then we must have x i = x o. Otherwise, for A = uv* 
~q~ll'll' we have 
r ) 
It follows that x~x 0y0-  * s s = -Xo  ~,i ffi lri xi Y* = x* Xo~, i = lri y*, and hence Y0 
~,~=lr~yi. Since Y0 is an extreme point, we see that Yi = Yo for all i. Thus 
s * Y"iffi lri xi Yi is indeed a trivial convex combination of x o y~, as asserted. 
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X :~ Similarly, one can prove that 0 Y0 is an extreme point of ,-~11.11 D if Y0 is 
an exposed point of ~1-1" • 
We can now apply the above general results to study the extreme points 
of the unit ball of I1" I1~. First, let us describe the extreme points of unit balls 
of the c-norm on F n. We need some notation to do that. For 1 ~< k ~< n 
define 
y'.k 
J~le'J and ~'k={Pfk :P~CP(n)} .  fk ~_klcj 
Then (see [1]) 
g'l-I? = (Pc: P ~ GP(n)} and ~1"1~ = g'l t.J ~n u U ~k, 
p<k<n-q 
where p is the number of components of c equal to c 1, and q is the number 
of components of c equal to 0. For 1 ~< k ~< n, define 
= {Pcf~Q: e, Q ~ GV(n)}. 
Since every extreme point of ~I.ID has the same l2 length, namely 12(c), we 
see that each of them is an exposed point. Therefore, we have the following 
result. 
PROPOSmON 2.3. Consider the induced c-norm with ~ defined as 
above. Then 
~"ll.llo = ~ U ~n U U ~,  (2.1) 
p<k<n-q 
where p is the number of components ofc equal to Cl, and q is the number of 
components ofc equal to O. 
3. INEQUALITIES 
It is well known (e.g., see [3]) that given any two norms I1" II and I1" I1' on 
~ '= F n or  F nxn, there exist best positive constants a, fl, i.e., the largest /3 
and smallest a, for which 
allxll < Ilxll' </311xll. (3,1) 
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In this section, we will examine the best constants for inequalities relating 
induced c-norms and other common matrix norms. 
An examination of the relationships between best constants for vector 
norms and their respective induced norms yields the following result (e.g., 
see [3, 5.6.18]). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let nl, n 2 be norms on F n with best constants a, [3 
such that 
otnl(x) <~ n2(x)  <~ /3nl(x) for all x ~ F". 
I f  norms N1, N 2 are induced by n 1, n 2, respectively, then 71 = a//3 and 
72 =/3 /a  are the best constants uch that 
71Nl( A) <~ N2( A ) <~ 72Nl( A) foranymatr ix  A E F n×n. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a, b ~ F n with nonnegative ntries arranged in 
descending order. Then 
= min / E/k= lai O/ 
E/k= lbi : l <~ k <~ n and /3=max Eki=lbi : l <~ k <<. n 
are the best constants uch that 
alxlb ~ [X[a ~ /3[X[b for  aU x ~ F". 
Consequently, 71 = ~//3 and 72 = [3/a are the best constants uch that 
7111AIIb ~ IlAIla ~ 7211Allh foral l  A ~ F nxn. 
Proof. Evidently, we have 
/3 = max{[X[a : x E,,~l.lb}. 
To determine /3, one can consider only x ~S p for any S a with 8~1.1~) ___~c 
~'1%" If we choose 
P(e +""  +ek) 
Ei= lbi 
:P  ~ GP(n),  1 ~< k ~< n),  
the result on /3 follows. Similarly, one can prove the formula for a. 
The second assertion follows from Proposition 3.1. 
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Next, we compare the c-norm with the lp norm, and hence deduce the 
best constants between the induced c-norm and the induced Ip norm I1" lip. 
The cases of p = 1 and p = oo are covered by the previous proposition. One 
only need consider the cases 1 < p < o¢. In such cases, every x ~ F" 
satisfying lp(x) -= 1 is an extreme point. By this fact, Proposition 3.1, and 
arguments imilar to those in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we have the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let c E I{ n with nonnegative entries arranged in 
descending order. Denote by H'llp the induced Ip norm for  1 < p < ~. Then 
1 1 1 
or= ~ where --  +-  = 1, and 
lq(c) ' p q 
k l /p  
/3 = max 5,k=lCj - - : l~<k~<n}.  
are the best constants uch that 
exlxl~ ~ Ip(x) <~ /31xlc fo raU x E F ~. 
Consequently, 3"1 = a / /3  and 3"2 =/3 /a  are the best constants uch that 
3'~11AI1¢ ~< IIAIIp ~< 3'~IIAII~ foraU A ~ F "×'~. 
We conclude this section with a comparison of the induced c-norm with 
the Frobenius norm I1" IIv defined by IIAIIF = (A, A) x/2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let c ~ R n with nonnegative entries arranged in 
descending order. Suppose 3"1 and 3"~ are the best constants uch that 
3'111A11¢ ~< Ilallv < 3"211AI1~ fora l l  A ~ F nXn 
Then 
3'1 - - /~(c)  - lm in  ~'~=lCj : l <~ k <~ n and 3"2 <~ - -  
3"1 
Proof. It is well known that a = 1 and /3 = fn- for the I1" 112 norm and 
the 12 norm, which is just the Frobenius norm, on matrices [3]. Combining 
this with Proposition 3.3, we have 
3,111AIIc ~< Ilall~ ~< IIAIIF, 
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where T1 is defined as in the proposition. It is known (e.g., see [3, 5.6.18]) 
that the equality in the left-hand inequality can be achieved by a rank one 
matrix, uv *. However, the 12 and operator norms are equal for all rank one 
matrices. Thus, equality is simultaneously achieved, and T1 is the best 
constant. 
Now, since 
IIAIIF ~< ~IIAII2 < IIAIIo, 
TI 
we see that 3'2 ~< ~- /Tr  
The problem of finding the exact value of T~ in Proposition 3.4 remains 
open. 
4. ISOMETRIES 
In this and the next section, we study the isometries for the induced 
c-norm, i.e., those linear operators L on F nxn satisfying 
I IL(A)I Ic = IIAIIc forall A ~ r nxn. 
The collection of all such linear operators form a group under composition, 
called the isometry group of I1" I Ic. 
We first state some general results concerning the isometries for a norm 
on F n × n induced by a symmetric norm on F n (e.g., see [5]). 
PaOPOSlTION 4.1. Suppose I1"11 is a norm on F n×n induced by a 
symmetric norm on F n. I f  L preserves I1" II, then L preserves the inner 
product (A, B) = tr(AB*) on F nxn. 
Note that (e,g., see [3]), the isometries for I1" II ° are exactly the adjoints of 
the isometries for I1" II. As a result, if I1" II is induced by a symmetric norm, 
then the operator L on F n×n is an isometry for I[" II if and only if L is an 
isometry for I1" II °.  In particular, we have the following result. 
PIaOI'OSITION 4.2. Suppose I1" II is a norm on F n×n induced by a 
symmetric norm on F n, and L is a linear operator L on F n×n. The following 
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condition are equivalent: 
(a) L is an isometry for  I1" II. 
(b) L is an isometry for  I1" II D. 
(c) L (~ H)  = $'rl'll" 
(d) L(8"H.Ho) = 8"it.rio. 
Clearly, if I1" II is a norm on F n×n induced by the norm l" I on F n, then a 
lot of information on I1" II can be deduced from I" I. In connection to the 
isometry problem, we have the following result. 
PROPOSmON 4.3. Let I1" II be a norm on F ~×~ induced by a symmetric 
norm l' l on F". 
(a) I f  M, N ~ F ~×~ are isometries for  l" l, then the linear operator on 
F n×~ defined by A ~ MAN is an isometryfor I1" II. 
(b) I f  M, N ~ F nxn both map ~q~l'l onto ~q~l.i o, then the linear operator 
on F nxn defined by A ~ M*AtN is an isometry for  I1" II. 
Proof. Assertion (a) is clear. To prove (b), let L be defined by L(A)  = 
M*AtN. Since M, N ~ F ~×~ both map ~1"1 onto ~'l.lo, and M* is the 
inverse of M, we have 
II L (A)  II = IIM*AtNII 
= max{ly*M*A*Nxl: x ~t ' l ,  Y ~t ' t "}  
= max{ Iv*A 'u l :  u v 
= max{lu*Avl: u ~,-~l.l~, v ~q~l'l} 
= II All. 
Thus, L is an isometry for I1" II. 
Isometries for the c-norm were studied in [1], and the following result 
appeared (see [2] for a more general result). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let c=(c  1 . . . . .  cn) t ~ R n with c 1 >~ ".. >1c~ >10. 
Suppose G is the isometry group of I" I c on F ~. Then exactly one of  the 
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following holds: 
(a> G = GE’(n). 
(b) F” = R2, cs = c,<& - l), and G is generated by GP(2) and the 
matrix 
11 1 
Fl -1’ ( 1 
(c) F” = R4, c1 = c2 + cJ and c4 = 0, and G is generated by GP(4) and 
the mutrix 
Linear operators mapping the unit ball of a norm onto the unit ball of its 
dual norm were studied in [7]. For symmetric norms such maps can only exist 
when F” = R2 or R4, and for some special types of norms. Among c-norms, 
they turn out to be the one on R2 with c = c,(l, fi - l)t and on R4 with 
c = c,(l, 1, 0, O)t. Moreover, the isometries for induced c-norm are all of the 
form described in Proposition 4.3, as shown in the following: 
THEOREM 4.5. L&cER~ suqhthatc=(~,,...,cJwithc~> *** > 
c, is a nonzero vector with c # e, and c # e. A linear operator L on Fnx n is 
an isomety for (1. Ilc if and only if one of the following holds: 
(a) L is of the form A H MAN for some isometrics M and N for I - IC. 
(b) F” = R2 and c = c,(l, fi - l)“, and L is of the form A e MRAtRN 
for some isometrics M and N for I * IC, and 
R = c0sW8) 
sin( r/8) 
(c) F” = R4, c = ~~(1, l,O, O)“, and L is of the form A c, MSAtSN for 
some isometrics M and N for I * Ic, and 
s=&{(: -:)@(: -:))- 
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The sufficiency part of the theorem follows readily from Propositions 4.3 
and 4.4. The proof of the necessity part is quite technical and will be given in 
the next section. One may skip the details and go directly to the final section. 
5. PROOF OF THE ISOMETRY THEOREM 
We divide our proof into a number of lemmas. We always assume that 
c = (c I . . . . .  c,) t ~ 11" with nonnegative ntries arranged in descending or- 
der such that the first p entries are equal and the last q entries equal to 0. 
We exclude the cases when p = n or q = n - 1. Further, we shall use the 
information about ~'ll.ii o established in Proposition 2.3. For simplicity, we let 
:~-- ~',H,o. 
In our discussion, we often replace a given isometry L for I1" I1~ by 
transformations of the form 
A ~ Mt L( M 2 AN 2) Nt 
for some isometries M 1, M 2, N1, and N 2 for 1" Ic. Clearly, such a replace- 
ment will not affect the hypothesis and condition of (a) of Theorem 4.5. 
Neither will such a replacement affect condition (b) of the theorem, because 
for any isometry X for I" Ic, there exist isometries Y and Z for l" Ic such that 
XR = RY and RX = ZR. Similarly, one can show that condition (c) of the 
theorem will not be affected by the replacement. 
We begin with the following result, which is a key step in our proof. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L be an isometry for I1" IIc such that L (~)  = 9~1 and 
L(~n) = Jn" Then L is the form L( A) = MAN for some isometries M and N 
for I ' lc. 
Proof. Suppose L(9~) = ~ and L (~)  = ~,.  We first show that there 
exists a permutation (j l  . . . . .  jn) or (1 . . . . .  n) such that L(V s) = Vjs for 
s = 1 . . . . .  n, where V s is the subspace spanned by the matrices of the form 
ve~ with v ~ F n. Since L(~q~l) = ~,  we have L(ce~) = PlCej~ ~ Vj, for some 
P1 ~ GP(n) and 1 ~<jl ~< n. I f F  = C, there exist D 1 . . . . .  /9, ~ GP(n) with 
D 1 = I such that {Dsce~: 1 <~ s <~ n} is a basis for V~ and (Dice ~, D~ce~) 4~ 0 
for all s = 2 . . . . .  n. Since L preserves ~ and the inner product, L(D~ce~) 
Vjx for all s = 2 . . . . .  n, and hence L(V 1) = Vii. One can apply similar 
arguments to show that L(V r) = V, r for some 1 <~jr ~ n. Since L is bijec- 
tive, (jl . . . . .  jn) is a permutation o~ (1 . . . . .  n). 
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For the real case, we use the same idea, but it is more tricky to choose a 
basis {Dsce[ : 1 <<. s <~ n} for V 1. We proceed as follows. From the vector 
c = (c 1 . . . . .  c , )  t we first construct a basis {v 1 . . . . .  v,} for F"  using the 
following rules: 
(1) I f  C ~ Cl(e 1 + e2), set v 1 = c, v j = c - 2c je j  fo r j  =2  . . . . .  n -q ,  
and v k = c + Cn_q(e k - en_ q) for k = n - q + 1 , . . . ,  n. 
(2) I f  c = cl(e 1 + e2), then n i> 3 by our assumption on c. Set v I = c, 
v 2 = cl(e 1 - Ca) , andv j  = cl(e 1 + ej) fo r j  = 3 . . . . .  n. 
Then {vletl . . . . .  v,~e~) is a basis for V~. Note that {vie  ~, Vse ~) = (v  1, v s) > 0 
for all s = 2 . . . . .  n. By arguments imilar to those in the complex case, we 
see that L(V  1) = Vii for some 1 ~<jl ~< n. One can then prove that L(V~) = 
Vjr for some permutation ( j l  . . . . .  j , )  of  (1 . . . . .  n). 
For simplicity, we assume that L(V  r) = V r for all r = 1 . . . . .  n. Other- 
wise, we replace L by an operator of the from A ~ L (A)Q for some 
suitable permutation Q. 
Notice that for any P ~ GP(n), L(Pce~) = Qce~ for some Q ~ GP(n). 
Hence the restriction of L on V 1 induces a mapping on F"  mapping the set 
{Pc : ~ GP(n)} onto itself. Hence the induced map is an isometry for I1" I1~, 
i.e., L(ve~)= MlVe ~ for some isometry M 1 for 1" { D. Similarly, one have 
L(ve j )  = Mjve j  for some isometry Mj for l" Ic for each j = 2 . . . . .  n. 
Now, for any P ~ GP(n), Pcet / (e tc )  ~ ~n" Thus L(Pcet ) / (e tc )  = 
~- ,~=lL(Pcej ) / (etc)  = ~=l (MjPce j ) / (e tc )  ~'~nn is a rank one matrix. It 
follows that Mj = vj M 1 for some vj ~ F with I vjl = 1, 2 ~< j ~< n. Hence 
L(A)  = M1AN with N = diag(1, v 2 . . . . .  v,). • 
By the above lemma, we can focus on the action of an isometry L for the 
induced c-norm on the sets 5~x and ~.  For the complex case, the answer is 
easy, as shown in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let L be an isometry fo r  I1" I Ic on C "× n. Then L(.grl) = 
and L(~i'~,) = ~.  
Proof. Note that 5 r is union of disjoint components ~ and each 
= {ec f / ,Q :  P, Q ~ GP(n)} is the orbit of the matrix cf~ under the group 
action X ~ PXQ for some P, Q ~ GP(n), and hence is a differentiable 
manifold (e.g., see [11, Chapter 3]). The matrices in a neighborhood of cf~ 
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has a representation 
diag(1, e is2 . . . . .  e '~.) cf~ diag(e it~ , . . . .  e it.) 
• q.- - - - -~,  diag(eit, . . . . .  eitk,~), = diag(1, e '~2 . . . . .  e'~,-q, 1 . . . . .  1}cfd 
where s 2 . . . . .  s n_ q, t 1 . . . . .  t k ~ R. One sees that the manifold has dimension 
n - q + k - 1. Since L preserves the dimensions of..~k, it will map ~ onto 
itself for each 9~k G ~. [] 
Next we turn to the real case. The analysis is more intricate. For 
A ~ R "×", define 
LEMMA 5.3. 
Then 
m(A) = min{(A ,  B)  > 0: B ~f i r} .  
Let T = min{ ctPc > 0: P E GP(n)}. Suppose A E ~ cc_ J .  
I [(~k=Icj)(~=lCj)]-I~ / 
m(A)  k -1 , (E j=,c j )  
(~= ic j )T  min(2(~= lcj) -1 s -1) 
i f  k is odd, 
i f  k is even, 
where s is the largest integer less than n such that ~ c o ar if  k < n, and s is 
the largest odd integer less than n such that ~ cc_ S r if  k = n. 
Proof. Let J be the set of indices j such that ~_  ~.. Suppose A = 
ecf~p ~ ~,  where P, p ~ GP(n). For any B ~ ~, B is of the form RcfjtS 
for some R, S ~ GP(n), and 
(A ,B)  = (ctRtpc) ( f~QSf j ) .  
Suppose B E 5ris such that m(A)  = (A, B); we may assume that ctRtpc > 0 
and f~QSfj > 0. Otherwise, replace (R, S)by ( -R ,  -S ) .  Moreover, for such 
a B, we have ctRtec = ")1 and 
f~QSfj = min{fktXfj > O: X ~ GP(n) ,  j ~ J}. 
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If  k is odd, the minimum occurs at f~Xf ,  with Xf ,  = (e - 9v'ck-l)/~,, ~/ 
(cte).  I f  k is even, the minimum may occur at f~Xf j  with 
= = - 2Ei=l e i ) / (c  e), or (1) j n and Xf ,  (e (k-z) /z  t 
(2) j =s ,  where s is the largest index in J less than n, and Xf~ = 
[E~=2(-1)iei + e, ] / (c l  + "'" +c~), if k < n, or 
(3) j = s, where s is the largest odd index in J less than n, and 
f~+l t - l~te  1/ (c  + ... +c~), if k = n. Xfs = t i=2 , .  i i l l~  1 
Furthermore, we have 
2 
( LlC,)(r;=lCj) 
1 
(sL 
if (i) holds, 
otherwise. 
The result follows. • 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose c does not satisfy condit ion (b) or (c) of  Proposi- 
tion 4.4. I f  L is an isometry fo r  the induced c-norm on I{ nxn, then 
L (~)  = ~11 and L (~)  = ~.  
Proof. Recall that we always assume that c --/: c le  ! and c 4= cle. First we 
will show that L (~)  - -~  unless c satisfies condition (b) or (c) in Proposi- 
tion 4.4. Let k and s be as in Lemma 5.3. Let A ~ ~1, and let 
B = L(A)  ~.  
Since L preserves the inner product on R nxn and L(~ r) = ~,  we see that 
m(A)  = m(B) .  We divide the proof into several cases: 
First, suppose k is odd. Then re (A)  = T/(ClE~=lCj) .  I f  A is mapped in- 
to ~,  then re (B)= T/(~,~=lC)(E~=lc j ) .  Since m(A)= re(B) ,  we have 
c 1 = Ek,_ lcj, which is true only when k = 1. 
Second, suppose k < n is even and s > 1. Then 
C 1 + ... +C n = C 1 + ... +C s + Cs+ 1 
< c 1 + ... +c  s + c I 
< 2(c l  + "" +cs) .  
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Then min{2(Ey= lCj) -1 , (~".~_ ICj) - I  } is clearly equal to (Ej= zcj) -1 and 
31 
j= l  j=  
Note however that 
£. 
CI L Cj = CI(C I + "'" +C s + Cs+i )  
j= l  
< (cl  + c ,+ l ) (¢ l  + "-" +c , )  
< (c l  + "" +c~)(c l  + ... +Cs) .  
Thus 
Y 7 
m(A)  - -  > 
n k s cir;_icj (r;_lc3(r _,c3 = m(B) ,  
which is a contradiction. 
Next, suppose k = n is even and s > 1. In this case, 
re(B) =Tmin(2(j~=lCJ)-I '(~cJ)- l) 
I f  (]]~= lcj)-1 is the minimum, the contradiction follows just as in the second 
case above. I f  2 /~= lcj < 1/E~j= lcj, then 
clF.~=lc j re(A) = m( B) = ~y=lCj~=lCj < ~Sj=lCj~.3=lCj 
It follows that c 1 > E~= lcj, which is a contradiction. 
Next, suppose k < n is even and s = 1. Since s = 1, it is clear that 
,9-= ~ t3 ~,.  Clearly then L(A)  = B ~ ~ is a contradiction unless k = 1. 
Finally, suppose k = n is even and s = 1. I f  
2 1 1 
c 1 + . . .  +c  n c 1 + . . .  +c  s c 1 
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then re (A)  = re (B)  implies 2c 1 = c 1 + ... +c  n (as s = 1), which is a contra- 
diction. Suppose 
2 1 1 
>t 
c i + ... +c  n c 1 + ... +c  s c 1 
(as s = 1). Taking the Frobenius norm of A and B, we get 
12(c) ~/-~12(c ) 
= I IA I I F  = I IB l i F  = 
Cl Cl + ... +c  n ' 
and hence 
1 fn" v~- 
c 1 c 1 + .r. +c  n 2c 1 " 
It follows that v~-< 2 or n ~< 4. I f  n = 2, then 1/c  1 = ~/-n/(c 1 + ... +c  n) 
implies c = Cl(1 , V~ - 1) t. I f  n = 4 we have a 4 = 0 as s = 1. Furthermore, 
1/c  x = fn / (c  I + "" +c , )  implies c 1 = c 2 + c a. 
By the above discussion, if c does not satisfy condition (b) or (c) in 
Proposition 4.4, then L(o~ 1) = ~r 1. We shall show that L(~q~) = ~ in these 
cases. To this end, we use the following fact that can be verified readily: Let 
B ~ J .  Then B ~ ~ if and only if there exists a ~ ~11, such that 
(A ,  B) = m(A)  = ci(c 1 -q- . . .  Cn ) . 
By this fact, if B ~ '~,  we can find A ~11 so that (A ,  B)  = re(A) .  Now 
L(  A ) ~ ~ and ( L (  A ), L (  B ) ) = ( A,  B)  = m(  A ) = m(  L(  A ) ). Using the fact 
again, we have L(B)  ~ ~nn" • 
By the above result, if c does not satisfy condition (b) or (c) in Proposition 
4.4, then L (~ 1) = ~1 and L(~,)  = Jnn by l_~mma 5.4, then (the necessity 
party of) Theorem 4.5 follows from Lemma 5.1. We treat the exceptional 
cases in the following. 
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose c satisfies condit ion (b) or (c) in Proposition 4.4. 
I f  L is an isometry fo r  the induced c-norm on F n, then L satisfies the 
conclusion o f  Theorem 4.5. 
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Proof. One may assume c1 = 1 for simplicity. 
First, suppose c = (1, v~" - 1) t. Note that L(9 r) = ~, where 9 -= ~1 tA 
4 -  Let B = c f~/v /2~.  We may assume that L(B)= B. Otherwise, 
replace L an operator of the form 
(1) X ~ PL(X)Q for some suitable P, Q ~ GP(2) if L(B)  ~ J r  2, or 
(2) X ~ PL(X)QN for some suitable 
1(1 1) 
P ,Q~ GP(2) and N= ~-  1 -1  
which is an isometry for I" Ic, if L(B)  ~.  
Let 
u=(1 ,1 -V~)  t, /) ~--- (~"  - -  1 ,1 )  t , 
Then 
C 1 ~-- ue~, C 2 = ue~, C 3 = ve~, C 4 = vet~ 
are the matrices in 9- satisfying (B, X) = m(B).  Since L(B)  = B and L 
preserves the inner product, we see that L maps the set fla = {C l, C2, C3, C,} 
onto itself. Suppose L(C 1) = Cj. One may replace L by an operator of the 
form X ~ P jL (X)Q j  with 
P1 = Q, = ez = Q3 = I2 ,  
1) 
P3 = P4 = 1 -1  ' 
t) 
so that we have L(C 1) = C 1 and L(S p) =fla. Now (C 1 + C2) / ~/2, (C 1 + 
C3) /v~ ~ ,~, (C 1 + C4) /~/2  ¢~ 3:. Thus, L(C 4) = C 4. If L(C z) = C 2 and 
L(C 3) = C a, then the modified L is the identity map, and hence the original 
L satisfies Theorem 4.5(a). Suppose L(C~) = C a and L(C a) = C2; one can 
check that L( X )  = MRMX tRN with 
M=diag(1 , -1 )  and N= -1  1 " 
Thus the modified L and also the original L satisfy Theorem 4.5(b). 
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Next we turn to the case of 1{ 4 and c = (c l, c 2, c a, 0) with 1 = c 1 = c 2 + 
c a such that c a > 0. We shall show that L satisfies Theorem 4.5(a). In fact, if 
c a > 0, then 9 -= ~1 t2 ~ U J4. Moreover, for any X ~ 4 ,  IIXIIF ~ lm(c) = 
the Frobenius norm of matrices in ~1 U ~4. Since L(9-) = ,9 r and preserves 
the inner product, L (~ 1 U ~44) = J1 t3 ~4. Let A = cf~. We may assume that 
L(A) = A. Otherwise, replace L by an operator of the form 
(1) X ~ PL(X)Q for some suitable P, Q ~ GP(4), if L(A)  ~-J1, or 
(2) X ~ PL(X)QF for some suitable P, Q ~ GP(4) and, where F is the 
isometry for I" Ic defined in Proposition 4.4(c), if L(A) ~ J4. 
Since c a 4~ 0, we can consider the matrices Aj = uje~ for j = 1, 2, 3, where 
U 1 = (C l ,  C2,0 ,  C3) t, U 2 = (e l ,  C2, - - /73,0)  t, U 3 = (C1 ,0 ,  C2, C3) t. 
The inner product of these matrices with A must be preserved by L. Note, 
however, that if X ~ ~4, then 
(A ,  X)  ~ ctc/9. < min{( A, A1), ( A, A2), ( A, A3) }. 
Hence L(Aj )  ~-.9~1 f3 V1, where V 1 = {xe~ : x ~ 114}. Since {A, A1, A2, A 3} 
is a basis for V 1, we have L(V~)=V 1. Further, if X ~  \V  l, then 
L(X)  ~ J1 U o~44 such that (L(X),  Y ) = 0 for all Y ~ V 1. It follows that 
L(X)  ~- ~1. Consequently, we have L (~)  = ~ and L (~ 4) = J4. By Lemma 
5.1, the modified L satisfies Theorem 4.5(a), and so must the original L. 
Finally, suppose c = (1, 1, 0, 0) t. Since ~ has 96 matrices and ~ has 
192 matrices, there exists C ~ ~ such that L(C) ~-J4. Replacing L by an 
operator of the form X ~ PIL(P2XQ2)Q1 for some suitable P~, P2, Q1, Q2 
GP(4), we may assume that L(C) = C = cet/2. Now, replace L by an 
operator of the form X ~ L(XF)F,  where F is the matrix described in 
Proposition 4.4(c). We have L(B)  = B = ce~. Let S ° be the set of matrices 
of the form 
(e i + ej)(e 1 +_e~ +_e 3 + e,) t 
i = 1,2, j = 3,4. 
Then S v= {X ~-sr:(B, X) = m(B)}, and hence L(S a) =g~. Further, we 
may assume 
L(B1) = B1, where B 1 = (e, + ea)et/2 ~,_W, 
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by applying some of the following operations to L(X)  for each X: inter- 
change the first two rows, permute the last two rows, change the sign of the 
third row, and change signs of the last three columns. Note that these 
operations will leave B and S a invariant. Next, consider those X ~ S a such 
that B 1 + X ~ ~.  Then X = B 2 or /32, where B 2 = (e 2 - e3)et /2^ and 
Be = (el  + e3)(2el - e ) t /2 .  Hence, we have L(B  e) = B e or L(B  e) = B e, I f  
the latter happens, we may replace L by an operator defined by X 
SL(X)tS, where S is the matrix defined in Theorem 4.5(c). Then the 
modified L is still an isometry for I1" I1~ by Proposition 4.3 and fixes B, B 1, 
B e, and S ~'. Note that B 3 = (e 1 -e3)et /2  is the only element X in S a 
satisfying B e - X ~ 9 r and (B 1, X) = 0. Thus L(B3)  = B3., Next, consider 
X~S a such that B~-X ,B  3 -X~.  Then X=B 4 or B 4, where B 4 = 
(e I + e4)et /2  and B 4 = (e 1 - e4)et /2 .  Hence L(B 4) = B 4 or L(B 4) = /~4" 
I f  the latter happens, we may modify L(X)  by changing the sign of the last 
row for all X. Thus we may assume that L(B 4) = B 4. Since L fLxes 
(e I -t- e3)e t ( e 2 - e3)e t 
B1 2 ' B2 2 ' 
(e I - -e3)e  t (e 1 - -e4)e  t 
B3 2 ' B4 2 ' 
by linearity L fixes 
, f i=  {uet :u  ~ R4}. 
Now, for j = 1 . . . . .  4, let 
Then 
uj(e - 2ek) t } 
~= ~ :k =2,3 ,4  , 
whereu  l=e  I +e  3,u  z = e 2 - e 3, u 3 = e 1 -  e 3, and u 4 = e 1 + e 4. Let  S~j 
be the linear space spanned by ~ and  Bj. Then L leaves ~ invariant. 
Furthermore, for every X = u jv  t ~ ,~ j ,  Ilxll -- In, civic D -- 21vf. Thus ~ is 
isometrically isomorphic to 114 equipped with l" Ic. Observe that the restric- 
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tion of L on S~j induces an isometry on S~j. Using arguments similar to those 
in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we conclude that L(X) = XN for some isometry 
N for I" I c. Thus the original L satisfies Theorem 4.5(a) or (c). • 
6. REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
As mentioned in the introduction, this paper is a starting point for the 
study of induced norms on F nxn arising from symmetric norms on F n. It 
would be interesting to extend our results on induced c-norms to the general 
case .  
One may also consider induced norms on F mxn arising from symmetric 
norms n I on F m and n~ on F"  defined by 
IIAII = max{nl(Ax) : x ~ F", n2(x ) <~ 1}. 
It would also be interesting to extend our results to this context (cf. [5, 9]). 
Notice that the induced norms described in the preceding paragraph 
satisfy IIPAQII = IIAII for any P ~ GP(m) and p ~ GP(n). One may study 
our problems for this class of norms. For such a norm, there exists a compact 
subject S a of F m×n such that 
IIAII = max{l(a, PXQ)[: X ~,  V ~ GV(m), Q ~ GV(n)} 
(see [8]). One may begin the study with the simple case when S a is a 
singleton. 
Finally, we would like to point out that our proof for the isometry 
theorem is long and computational. It would be nice to have a short 
conceptual proof of it. 
Thanks are due to the editor and the referee for some helpful suggestions. 
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